We hope you took a moment last week to celebrate your hard work and accomplishments during Global Advising Week! Be sure to check out the #VTadvisingmatters Kudoboard before it closes Monday, May 18th.

Are you an active VTAAN member?

VTAAN is hoping to apply for allied membership with NACADA. There are two other organizations in Virginia who are allied members, Old Dominion and George Mason. In doing this, we need to share a membership list for VTAAN annually. There are no membership fees for VTAAN, as it is open to any VT employee. If you haven’t already done so, please share your information to let us know you have an active interest in VTAAN (if you can’t recall submitting, submit again!).

Let us know how VTAAN can help you!

To help assist those that assign advisors on a regular basis, the Registrar’s Office has created a short tutorial on how to do this in Banner.

Next Advising Town Hall is Monday, May 18th at 3:00 PM.

Change of Major Application deadlines are approaching.
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